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Wi-Fi does not immediately cause diagnosable illness. For this reason, many of us choose 
to ignore that it can have any affect at all. 
However, it can interfere with our bodily functions which eventually progresses into 
diseases like cancer and neurodegenerative diseases

These complex diseases develop over decades, it is difficult to conclusively show that the 
increase in wireless signal exposures directly cause the diseases. International Agency for 
Research on Cancer (IARC) considers wireless radiation as a class 2B possible 
carcinogen due to limited evidence. 

Small number of studies are leaning towards showing that electromagnetic 
radiations, including Wi-Fi, are not safe

Epidemiological studies that follow humans who use Wi-Fi and cell phones for a few years 
are not conclusive. 
However, rodent studies that follow the animals throughout their lifetime find that 

wireless radiation does cause cancer or worsen cancer prognosis. The same animal 

studies also observed other changes in the brain and blood brain barrier in animals 

that are exposed to the radiation.

Understand the Effects of Wi-Fi
Wi-Fi Dangers Made Worse by Cumulative Effect

http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanonc/article/PIIS1470-2045(11)70147-4/abstract


Wireless routers – as well as Bluetooth and similar wireless systems – give off 
electromagnetic radiation in the low-gigahertz frequency. 
This level is considered potentially dangerous to people. And the danger is 
compounded by several factors:

Just like the wireless signals themselves, the EMFs can pass through walls.

Most routers are not turned off at night, so you are exposed 24/7.

You are not only exposed to EMFs from your own router. Did you ever search for 
a wireless signal and see not only your wireless network, but also your 
neighbor’s and the one from the business down the street? All of them emit 
EMFs.

Scientists and researchers are uncovering the health risks of EMFs. Depending 
on the level and the length of exposure, 
Those risks can range from insomnia and headaches to tumors. 

Understand the Effects of Wi-Fi
Wi-Fi Dangers Made Worse by Cumulative Effect



The Brain and Wireless Radiation
Blood Brain Barrier Permeability 



Children's Risk of ADHD, Autism and
Neurological Problems

EMF/RFR from wifi and cell towers can 
exert a disorganizing effect on the ability 
to learn and remember Can also be 
destabilizing to immune and metabolic 
function

-Martha Herbert MD, pediatric 
neurologist, Harvard Medical School

The Brain and Wireless Radiation





Cancer and Wireless Radiation



Cell phones emit microwave radio-frequency radiation. Fact.
This radiation has the ability to penetrate our bodies. Fact.
Our governments do virtually nothing to protect us from these dangers. Fact.
And yet there is strong evidence, multiple peer reviewed studies, to indicate that cell phones cause cancer and 
other diseases.
Take a look for yourself at these facts.

But first let’s just consider what cancer is.
Cancer And DNA
The National Cancer Institute says,
“Cancer is a term used for diseases in which abnormal cells divide without control and are able to invade other 
tissues…..all cancers begin in cells……cells grow and divide in a controlled way to produce more cells as they are 
needed to keep the body healthy. When cells become old or damaged, they die and are replaced with new cells. 
However, sometimes this orderly process goes wrong. The genetic material (DNA) of a cell can become damaged or 
changed, producing mutations that affect normal cell growth and division. When this happens, cells do not die 
when they should and new cells form when the body does not need them.”
So cancer typically involves abnormal cell division and DNA damage and in some cases cells may form a mass of 
tissue called a tumor.
Types Of Brain Tumor
In the studies done to date cell phone radiation exposures are principally linked to two types of brain tumor, 
gliomas and acoustic neuromas.
Gliomas, a type of tumor that starts in the brain or spine are typically malignant. Gliomas are particularly deadly. 
Most people survive only 1 to 3 years after diagnosis.
Acoustic neuromas though non-malignant (low-grade cancer), are in many cases life threatening given that they are 
an intracranial tumor.

44 Reasons To Believe Cell Phones Can Cause Cancer
From Global Research - By Lloyd Burrell

Global Research, February 27, 2016

https://www.emfacts.com/2016/02/44-reasons-to-believe-cell-phones-can-cause-cancer/






Not only atmospheric +ve charges, the wireless Wi-Fi  
devices + Cell Phone Radiation (EMF – RF) and  the static 

electricity But also other pollutants

What is true is we are cornered in a forest 
of pollutants









Radiation absorption rates from Wi Fi - enabled labtops
exceed the SAR level of many cell phones

SAR : specific absorption rate



10 Shocking Facts about the Health 
Dangers of Wi-Fi

Dr. Edward Group DC, NP, DACBN, DCBCN, DABFM
Published on April 2, 2014, Last Updated on October 2, 2015

1. Contributes to the Development of Insomnia
2. Damaging to Childhood Development
3. Affects Cell Growth
4. Derails Brain Function
5. Reduces Brain Activity in Females
6. Neutralizes Sperm
7. May Impact Fertility
8. Provokes Cardiac Stress
9. Linked to Cancer?
10. You Can Protect Yourself
Limiting Exposure and Staying Healthy

https://www.globalhealingcenter.com/natural-health/10-shocking-facts-health-dangers-wifi/
https://www.globalhealingcenter.com/natural-health/10-shocking-facts-health-dangers-wifi/


Fatigue
Headaches/Migraines
Nose Bleeds
Difficulty Concentrating
Dizziness - Nausea - Vertigo
Visual and Auditory Distortion
Racing Heart Rate (Tachycardia)
Anxiety
Depression
Memory Loss
Attention Deficit
Skin Rash
Hyperactivity, ADD, ADHD
Night Sweats
Insomnia

Recognizing the Symptoms of Wireless 
Radiation Sickness



















Awareness campaign is needed
on Cell phone Use, Wi-Fi Radiation Risks

amid Conflicting Government Reports
BY: LEE RICKWOOD

July 30, 2015





Simple Steps to Reduce The 
Negative Effects



How to Reduce Wi-Fi Exposure

First
Try to reduce use as much as possible,
until we know more about the long-term 
effects of Wi-Fi

Second
Learn how to reduce exposure while 
keeping everyone happy

Third
Know how to neutralize positive charges



Turn off Wi-Fi Before Going to Bed 
(Good)

Everyone should be sleeping at bed time, and WiFi signal may interferes with 
the brain during sleep, so it is a good idea to turn it off before going to bed. 

This allows the body to rest more deeply. By turning it off at night, you are 
effectively cutting down exposure by 33%. (Aside from the WiFi reduction, 
many security experts also recommend turning off your internet when not 
using it).

Many router models will have features that make it possible to automatically 
shut off Wi Fi connection and turn it back on at the same time every day, 
which will be useful for this purpose.

How to Reduce Wi-Fi Exposure



Turn On Wi-Fi Router Only When in Use
(Better)

If you and your family members are up for giving up Wi-Fi for the 
most part, but still insist on connecting some devices from time 
to time, then having an option to switch on the router when in 
use is a better option as this reduces Wi-Fi exposure only to a 
few hours a day

How to Reduce Wi-Fi Exposure



Give Up Wireless and Hardwire All Your Connections
(Best)

Giving up WiFi altogether is the healthiest option. It may sound daunting but it is 
possible and may mitigate several health issues down the line. In addition, you will enjoy 
more consistent and faster internet when directly hardwired in. It is certainly more work 
and not doable for everyone, but something we are (slowly) attempting.
You’ll need to pick up some affordable tools, including:
•Ethernet hub – if the one you have doesn’t have enough ports for every device and 
everyone to use. They can be plugged into an existing hub that you already have in order 
to expand the number of ports.
•Long ethernet cables – to allow everyone to connect from anywhere in your home.
•Ethernet adaptors – makes it possible to connect devices that don’t have ethernet ports, 
including tablets, smart phones, and some computers.
It is also a good idea to use wired peripherals like keyboards, mice, and headphones 
instead of wireless ones to reduce exposures to electromagnetic radiation.
If that all seems complicated to set up, I’d recommend asking someone to help. My tech-
savvy brother was the lucky recipient of my questions.

How to Reduce Wi-Fi Exposure

https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=as_li_ss_tl?url=search-alias=aps&field-keywords=ethernet+hub&linkCode=sl2&tag=wellnessmama-20&linkId=fa66a191118770f7d82ac8a8f5568878
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=as_li_ss_tl?url=search-alias=aps&field-keywords=ethernet+cable&rh=i:aps,k:ethernet+cable&linkCode=sl2&tag=wellnessmama-20&linkId=6041702a3f8068ab9473afb93410b356
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=as_li_ss_tl?url=search-alias=aps&field-keywords=ethernet+adaptor+ipad&rh=i:aps,k:ethernet+adaptor+ipad&linkCode=sl2&tag=wellnessmama-20&linkId=054243114ca80e592034d1210318a361


Hold Up on Adding Gadgets or Upgrading to Smart 
Homes, Offices, and Cars

With new wireless technology, wireless-enabled devices with bells and 
whistles are on sale every single day. Smart home thermostats, bluetooth-
controlled cookers, wireless baby monitoring system, and smart beds might 
make life easier, but they may not be as safe as we think.

Such technologies are still very new. These devices use many forms of 
wireless technologies, for which we don’t fully understand the long term 
health consequences. For these, less is more.

How to Reduce Wi-Fi Exposure



Turn Devices on Airplane Mode

Cell phones and tablets emit electromagnetic frequency when the 
receivers are turned on. Because we typically use these devices 
very close to our bodies for extended periods of time, exposure 
levels can be very high. Therefore, important to keep them on 
airplane mode, especially when they are around children.
Remember to also teach children and caregivers to turn these 
devices on airplane mode to reduce Wi Fi and electromagnetic 
exposures.

How to Reduce Wi-Fi Exposure



How to Mitigate the Harmful Effects of Wi-Fi
Exposure

It may be difficult to completely eliminate exposure, especially if you live or work in an 
urban area. In addition to taking the steps above to reduce Wi-Fi exposures, there are 
many ways to mitigate the harmful effects of Wi-Fi signals, including:

1- Use a Dirty Electricity Filter to Reduce Electromagnetic 
Radiation
Dirty electricity occurs when electronic devices need to manipulate the electric currents 
into the format and voltage that the devices need. This can create electrical surges 
throughout the wiring system.
Electronic devices, including WiFi Routers, phone chargers, and computers all produce 
dirty electricity, which can be a significant source of harmful electromagnetic frequencies 
(EMF) in the building.
In order to mitigate this effect, consider installing dirty electricity filters on outlets 
throughout the home and work environment.

How to Reduce Wi-Fi Exposure

http://greenwavefilters.com/partners/7/


How to Mitigate the Harmful Effects of Wi-Fi
Exposure

2- Earthing
Wireless devices emit unhealthy positive ions and also interfere with the waves in our own 
bodies, such as our brain waves and the electrical system that runs our cells. By earthing, 
the positive ions in our bodies can be equalized with negative ions from earth, which can 
mitigate the harmful effects of EMFs.
In addition, earthing allows our bodies to synch with the Schumann resonance (7.83 Hz), 
which is earth’s own electromagnetic frequency that we are naturally built to be exposed 
to. A Japanese study in 2005 showed that the Schumann resonance can reduce blood 
pressure and produce some positive health outcomes. By synching with earth’s natural 
frequency, we reduce the risks of WiFi waves interfering with our bodily functions.
You can earth simply by standing barefoot on the ground for 20 minutes daily. 
Alternatively, you can also use a grounding shoes with an earthing metal piece, or bed 
sheets that connects to the grounding port of your home electrical outlets.

How to Reduce Wi-Fi Exposure

https://wellnessmama.com/5600/earthing-sleep/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2656447/
https://wellnessmama.com/4918/barefoot-shoes/
https://wellnessmama.com/go/earth-runners/
https://www.radiantlifecatalog.com/product/earthing-premium-starter-kit/74/?a=96418




How to Mitigate the Harmful Effects of Wi-Fi
Exposure

3- Adding Negative Ions
Exposure to WiFi can result in a buildup of positive ions in your body, which can promote 
inflammation. Therefore, if you are regularly exposed to WiFi and EMFs, it is even more 
important to regularly expose yourself to negative ions to to neutralize the positive ions.
You can find naturally occurring negative ions near moving water, such as at the 
beach or moving streams of water.
In addition, you can use a Himalayan salt lamp or negative ion generator in your home to 
increase your exposure to healthful negative ions and mitigate the negative effects from 
Wi Fi exposure.

How to Reduce Wi-Fi Exposure

https://wellnessmama.com/9474/beach-health-benefits/
https://wellnessmama.com/23569/himalayan-salt-lamp-benefits/
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00FBMJK9Y/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&linkCode=sl1&tag=wellnessmama-20&linkId=3f843577050dbfbc4820f33944caf230


Sources of Antioxidants (Electron donors)



1- Avoid carrying your cell phone on your body (e.g. in a pocket or bra).
2. Avoid holding any wireless device against your body when in use.
3. Use your cell phone on speaker setting or with an "air tube" headset.
4. Avoid using your wireless device in cars, trains or elevators.
5. Avoid cordless phones, especially where you sleep.
6. Whenever possible, connect to the internet with wired cables.
7. When using Wi-Fi, connect only to download, then disconnect and disable 
Wi-Fi.
8. Avoid prolonged or direct exposure to nearby Wi-Fi routers.
9. Unplug your home Wi-Fi router when not in use (e.g. at bedtime).
10. Sleep as far away from wireless utility meters (i.e. "smart" meters) as 
possible.

10 simple steps that women can take to reduce their exposure to wireless 
radiation emitted by cell phones, wireless devices and smart meters 

http://www.naturalnews.com/cell_phone.html


Below is a great article from Natural News which highlights the dangers of pregnant 
women using Wi-Fi and mobile phones, however, it's not just pregnant women who 
should be concerned, young children are still developing and growing and need to stay 
away from this harmful radiation as much as possible

Earthing will not protect or shield you from Wi-Fi or mobile phone radiation, 

however, it will allow your body's own electrical system to cope better with 
what's being thrown at it day and night from these invisible sources. When we 
sleep earthed or grounded at night our body is put into the right electrical 
potential to heal and repair how it should do. Inflammatory build up from the 
positive charge of radiation (free radicals) on your body is neutralized by the 
negative charge (anti-oxidants) from the earth 
The fire is put out before it can start smouldering and lead to a destructive bush fire, so to 
speak. 

Dangers Of Wireless & Cell Phone Radiation to Pregnant Women

How  Earthing Can Help






